Please Go Away™ Vacations
Are Different - Always Compare
“The name of a tour does not make the tour! It’s what’s included that is important and
determines what you will experience!” You should always compare “point by point” - if you fail to do
this you have no way of knowing whether what you are choosing is the one that is best value and best
quality for you. Please Go Away™ Vacations “always” invites and recommends comparison of
our products with all others.
Consider!
With Please Go Away™ Vacations you receive many “included” things like, but limited to, the
inclusions appearing below:


ALL-INCLUSIVE PRICING: There are no hidden or surprise charges. You don’t have to start
adding airfares, port charges, transfers, required admissions, taxes and additional sightseeing with
Please Go Away™ Vacations, as you most often have to do with other companies. “Everything”
referenced in the departure’s brochure is included in the one price you pay before departure.



BONUS SIGHTSEEING, PERKS , MEMORY PHOTO DVDS & ETHNIC DINING EXPERIENCES
ARE ALWAYS INCLUDED: Having opportunities to experience the area’s cultures, to meet the
local people , and to enjoy the foods and drinks of the destinations being experienced are always
included parts of a Please Go Away™ Vacations personally escorted and value-added “FEATURE”
TRAVEL experience.



MULTIPLE TRAVELER ACHIEVEMENT RECOGNITIONS & SAVINGS: Whether it’s achieved
membership in our TRAVEL WALL OF FAME, SUPER WORLD TRAVELERS’ CLUB or our
exclusive SEVEN CONTINENT CLUB your travel accomplishments are recognized, rewarded and
publicized for others to know.



UNMATCHED PRE-DEPARTURE INFORMATION: To avoid receiving travel details about your
upcoming travels shortly before departure like is normal with other companies; when you “go away”
with Please Go Away™ Vacations you quickly begin to receive after reserving interesting and
educational information about what you are about to experience. On an-almost monthly basis, you
will receive via email informational memos that will literally make your upcoming travels come alive.
And, these monthly memos will also raise questions which will always be promptly and personally
answered by one of our full time travel professionals. Final travel arrangements and tour
documentation will be mailed to you about 4 weeks prior to departure, followed quickly by an online
“town hall style” information meeting that you attend from the comfort and privacy of your own home
or office via your computer or other mobile device (or, you can come to the office and view and listen
while it is being presented.) During this meeting you will be taken on a travelogue of pictures of what
you are about to experience, important details will be reviewed and you will be able to ask questions
anonymously for immediate answers.



A PERSONAL PLEASE GO AWAY™ VACATIONS HOST OR HOSTESS FROM THE
BEGINNING: No longer is it necessary for you to travel half-way across the country “on your own”
and "meet up" with strangers after having had to find your way to an unknown hotel by yourself. Your
personal host/hostess is with you from the beginning to assist with your travels. They depart the
same time you do and are with you throughout your journey to personally take care of all travel
details and any questions that arise. Your host/hostess will “always” do many nice and extra things
for “our” group of travelers; but never in anticipation of with the expectation of you “crossing their
palms” with substantial gratuities at the end of the tour as most other companies do. What

everyone of our team hopes for, instead, is a positive word to others about your travels or the
privilege of having you “go away” with us again (our repeat factor is 94+% - some travelers having
“gone away” with us more than 70 times, with others close behind.


100% DEPOSIT REFUND GUARANTEE Up until the 100% DEPOSIT REFUND GUARANTEE
date of the departure on which you reserve you will receive a 100% deposit refund if you cancel “for
any reason”. After this date your monies paid (less cost of travel protection insurance, which we
have purchased on your behalf) are protected “for covered reasons” - as determined by the
insurance carrier - should you be forced to cancel before and/or during your travels. 100%
DEPOSIT REFUND GUARANTEE DATES are specific to each tour departure. You will be advised
of the date when you reserve and again before it occurs.



SPECIAL SINGLES SERVICE : “Single” - for whatever reason - travelers are always welcome on a
Please Go Away™ Vacations experience. If a “single” traveler desires to have sole occupancy of
accommodations while traveling, and to pay the normally-required single supplement ,that is
absolutely acceptable so long a single accommodations are available. However “single” travelers
desiring to consider sharing accommodations to save the cost of the single supplement can be
benefited with our special plan. With permission, we introduce possible roommates of the same
gender and allow them to make an independent decision as to whether they desire to share
accommodations. We’ll be delighted to arrange personal meetings, to exchange emails, or
telephone numbers, again with permission, and otherwise serve as a “clearing house” of information
between the involved individuals.



TRAVEL PROTECTION INSURANCE: Once the 100% Guarantee date referenced above is past,
substantial cancellation assessments (imposed by the many suppliers of your travel experience). To
avoid concern, we purchase on behalf of every member of a Please Go Away™ Vacations
personally escorted value-added “FEATURE” TRAVEL experience travel protection insurance that
protects against cancellation assessment losses when cancellations have been required “for
covered reasons.” This special protection continues throughout your travels and provides for many
additional forms of protection, in addition to cancellation assessments.



FRIENDSHIP BONUS PLAN: This is fully explained elsewhere in this catalog on the form that can
be used claiming your preference of a 1% cash bonus or 2% future travel credit bonus. There are
no limits as to numbers or dollar amounts you can receive with this plan. It’s our way of saying
“thank you” in a tangible way, the cost of which is a significant part of our promotional budget.

The name or destination of a travel experience “does not”
make the experience! It is what is included that
“does” make the experience!

